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A series of 2-methoxy-4-(5-phenyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-3-yl)phenol (pyrazoline) derivatives (2–6) have

been synthesized and tested for human monoamine oxidase (hMAO) inhibitory activity. The most active

derivative (2) behaved as a competitive hMAO-A inhibitor, with an inhibition constant value of 0.08 μM and

a strong hMAO-A selectivity (KiĲhMAO-B)/KiĲhMAO-A) > 1751). In addition, 2 exhibited little to no cytotoxic

effects up to a 25 μM concentration and provided the best blood–brain barrier permeability among the de-

rivatives synthesized. Molecular dynamics simulations revealed that a chlorine substituent at the

para-position of the phenyl ring in 2 enabled a π–π stacking interaction with Tyr407 and Tyr444 that

resulted in the formation of an “aromatic sandwich” structure. Consequently, this tight-binding aromatic

cage culminated in a dramatically reduced active site volume that is believed to be the origin of the ob-

served selectivity between the hMAO-A and hMAO-B isozymes. Removal of the chlorine from 2 disrupted

the favorable intermolecular interactions and resulted in a selectivity change towards hMAO-B.

Introduction

The use of monoamine oxidase inhibitors (MAOIs) as an ef-
fective treatment for depression dates back to the 1950s.1–4

The subsequent decades marked the discovery of more po-
tent inhibitors that provided enhanced selectivity between
isozymes MAO-A and MAO-B and had reversible binding with
MAO.5 However, safety concerns have markedly decreased
their use in recent years, necessitating the search for alterna-
tive MAOIs.5–7 Accordingly, our group has reported novel
MAOIs that mimic the structural features of curcumin, a
natural polyphenol known for its MAO inhibitory activity.8,9

An additional class of MAOIs was also reported featuring
pyrazoline derivatives synthesized from chalcones resembling
curcumin with normal and reversed α,β-unsaturated carbonyl
functionalities.10,11 Both of these compound classes displayed
a similar activity profile. In continuation of our earlier ef-
forts, novel analogues are reported in this work that feature
variations in the phenyl ring at C5 carbon of pyrazoline
(Fig. 1). Five new pyrazoline derivatives encompassing a chlo-

rine substitution at the para-position were synthesized and
tested for hMAO-inhibitory activity. In addition, the com-
pounds were evaluated for cytotoxicity and permeability char-
acteristics. Computational docking and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations were performed to provide atomistic in-
sight into the potent activity and large selectivity measured
for compound 2.
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Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization

Through the reactions outlined in the Scheme 1, five novel
pyrazoline derivatives (2–6) were synthesized adopting the
protocol reported earlier.10,11 Condensation of 1 with hydra-
zine hydrate in ethanol provided the intermediate pyrazoline
(2), which is required for the synthesis of other derivatives
(3–6). Reaction of 2 with benzoyl chloride, toluene sulfonyl
chloride, phenyl chloroformate, and phenyl isothiocyanate
provided 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. The reaction procedures
and characterization data for all compounds are presented in
the ESI.†

Compounds 2–6 were characterized by 1H-NMR and ESI-
MS spectra. Three protons in the C4 and C5 positions of
pyrazoline exhibited three doublet-of-doublets (dd) in 1H-
NMR that is characteristic of this class of compounds. Two
dd appeared in the region δ2.716–3.872 ppm and δ3.852–
3.926 ppm, respectively for two H's at the C4 position of
pyrazoline. The third dd for the H at C5 position of
pyrazoline appeared in the δ4.739–6.006 ppm region. At
δ3.756–3.834 ppm a sharp singlet for Ar–OCH3 was found
and at δ9.590–9.950 ppm a singlet for Ar–OH of the vanillyl
head appeared. The tolyl-CH3 peak of compound 4 gave a sin-
glet at δ2.226 ppm. The peak for the –NH_– proton of com-
pound 2 appeared at δ10.04 ppm. ESI-MS spectra of all the fi-
nal compounds displayed the characteristic molecular ion
peak (M+).

Inhibitory activity, selectivity, and reversibility

The newly synthesized pyrazoline derivatives were screened
for their inhibitory activity of hMAO isoforms by using re-

combinant enzymes. Recombinant enzymes and the other
chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Munich, Ger-
many). The Amplex®-Red MAO assay kit was obtained from
Molecular Probes, USA. Enzyme activities were determined by
utilizing the Amplex Red MAO assay kit (ESI†). The novel
compounds and the known inhibitors tested did not interfere
with the measurements or interact with resorufin as the fluo-
rescence signal did not change when the compounds were
treated with various concentrations of resorufin. The experi-
mental results are given in Table 1. Selectivity indexes (SI)
were expressed as the inhibition constant ratio KiĲhMAO-B)/
KiĲhMAO-A). Selectivity towards hMAO-A increases as the cor-
responding SI increases; conversely, the selectivity towards
hMAO-B isoform increases as the corresponding SI
decreases.

The mode of hMAO inhibition was examined using a
Lineweaver–Burk plot (Fig. 2). The slopes of each
Lineweaver–Burk plot were plotted versus the inhibitor con-
centration [I], which allowed the inhibition constant (Ki)
values to be computed from the x-axis intercept as –Ki. Re-
versibility of hMAO inhibition with the compounds was de-
termined by a previously described dialysis method (ESI†).
All compounds selectively inhibited hMAO-A. While com-
pounds 2–6 inhibited hMAO-A in the 0.080–192.84 μM con-
centration range, the majority (with the exception of 2) did
not inhibit hMAO-B even at concentrations near 5000 μM.
Among the newly synthesized pyrazoline derivatives, 2, which
carries no substitution on 1N, was the most potent hMAO-A
inhibitor with a Ki value of 0.080 ± 0.009 μM. Compound 2
inhibited hMAO-A more potently than moclobemide, a selec-
tive, potent, and reversible hMAO-A inhibitor12 with a mea-
sured Ki value of 0.102 ± 0.009 μM (Table 1). It was surprising

Scheme 1 Reagents and conditions: (a). NH2NH2·H2O, EtOH, 90 °C, 3–6 h; (b). C6H5COCl, pyridine, 100 °C 3–4 h; (c). p-CH3–C6H4SO2Cl, THF, 10–
15 min, 10–15 °C; (d). C6H5–NCS, EtOH, reflux, 2–3 h; (e). Cl–CO–OC6H5, K2CO3, EtOH, 30 min < 10 °C.
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to find that compound 2 displayed such strong hMAO-A in-
hibitory activity as an analogue lacking the chlorine substitu-
ent (4* in Scheme 2) was reported in earlier work to be a se-
lective inhibitor of hMAO-B.10,11 Moreover, 2 was found to be
better than the 3–6 counterparts possessing bulkier substitu-
ents at the 1N position.

The selectivity of compound 2 towards hMAO-A also was
also found to be better (SI = 1751.25) than that of
moclobemide (SI = 41.37). For the kinetic experiments, the re-
action velocities of hMAO-A and hMAO-B at different
p-tyramine concentrations were measured. Lineweaver–Burk

graphs were constructed in the absence of inhibitor and in
the presence of reference and novel inhibitors (Fig. 2). Since
the lines are linear and intersect on the y-axis, all compounds
in this series are suggested to be competitive inhibitors of
hMAO isoforms, which may interact within the catalytic site
of the enzymes. The selectivities of compounds 3, 4, and 5
for hMAO-A also were found to be better than that of
moclobemide (Table 1). The reversibility of hMAO inhibition
by compounds 2–6 was investigated by measuring the recov-
ery of hMAO activity after dialysis of enzyme–inhibitor mix-
tures. Isoforms of hMAO were incubated in the presence of
the representative inhibitors at concentrations equal to five-
fold that of the Ki values for a period of 15 min and then sub-
sequently dialyzed for 24 h. hMAO-A inhibition by the new
compounds were almost completely reversed after 24 h of di-
alysis suggesting that 2–6 are reversible inhibitors of hMAO
(ESI†).

As cyclization of chalcone with hydrazine generates a chi-
ral center at the C5 position of pyrazoline, the compounds
were obtained as mixture of enantiomers. Specific rotation of
the racemic compounds were determined and that was
followed by chiral separation using an analytical chiral col-
umn to access enantiomeric ratio. Compound 2 was found to
have both enantiomers in equal proportion, while 3–6 had
one enantiomer in 93.5–98.8% excess. The activity of com-
pounds 3–6 may be attributed to a single isomer whose con-
figuration is unknown at present. In contrast, enantiomers of
compound 2 were found to be in equal proportion and one
of them must be contributing to the potent MAO-A inhibitory
activity. Hence, study on chiral separation, the determination
of configuration for each enantiomer, and their inhibitory ac-
tivity against hMAO-A is warranted. In the present work no
attempt was made to separate the two isomers; instead, a

Table 1 Experimental Ki values for hMAO inhibitory activities of 2-methoxy-4-(5-phenyl-4, 5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-3-yl) phenol derivatives

Code

Ki value (μM)a

SI Inhibition type Reversibility
MAO
selectivityhMAO-A hMAO-B

2 0.080 ± 0.009 140.10 ± 12.00 1751.25 Competitive Reversible A
3 26.20 ± 0.09 6000.00 ± 97.00 229.01 Competitive Reversible A
4 40.00 ± 0.11 6000.00 ± 12.00 150.00 Competitive Reversible A
5 19.55 ± 12.20 4770.16 ± 99.00 244.00 Competitive Reversible A
6 192.84 ± 17.16 5771.00 ± 95.00 29.93 Competitive Reversible A
Sel 3.60 ± 0.19 0.255 ± 0.010 0.07 Suicide inhibitor Irreversible B
Laz 7900.00 ± 66.11 0.006 ± 0.001 7.59 × 10−7 Competitive Reversible B
Moc 0.102 ± 0.009 4.22 ± 0.11 41.37 Competitive Reversible A

a Values are expressed as the mean ± SEM (n = 3). SI: Selectivity index is calculated as KiĲhMAO-B)/KiĲhMAO-A). Sel: Selegiline; Laz: lazabemide;
Moc: moclobemide.

Fig. 2 Lineweaver–Burk plots for the inhibition of hMAO-A by com-
pound 2. [S], substrate concentration [mM]; V, reaction velocity [nmol
h−1 mg−1]; Ki, inhibition constant; R2, coefficient of determination. In-
hibitor concentrations [I] are shown in legend. The bottom graph rep-
resents the plots of the slopes of the Lineweaver–Burk plots (y) versus
inhibitor concentrations (x). Ki was calculated as 80.00 nM.

Scheme 2 2-Methoxy-4-(5-phenyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-3-yl)-
phenol hMAO inhibitor reported in ref. 10.
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computational approach has been employed to check the ef-
fect of chirality on activity and selectivity (see “Computational
studies” section).

Cytotoxicity and permeability

The in vitro cytotoxicity of compounds 2–6 was tested in
HepG2 cells at three different concentrations, i.e., 1, 5, and
25 μM, (Table 2). The HepG2 cell line was purchased from
the American Tissue Culture Collection (ATCC®; catalog no.
HB-8065; Manassas, VA, Invitrogen). All compounds were
found to be non-toxic to hepatic cells at 1 μM concentration
and 2 was found to display ∼90% viability for hepatic cells
even at 25 μM concentration.

Further, the compounds were tested for their ability to
cross blood–brain barrier (BBB). A parallel artificial mem-
brane permeation assay of blood–brain barrier (PAMPA-BBB)
was performed. The assay was validated through a compari-
son of reported permeability values of commercially available
drugs (Table 3). A plot of experimental data versus literature
values gave a good linear correlation (R2 = 0.9935). Reference
compounds were classified according to the limits previously

reported.13 The data indicated that the selected derivatives 2,
4, and 5 can cross the BBB (Table 3). Compounds 2 and 4
showed the highest permeability suggesting that they may
cross the BBB easily and reach biological targets located in
the Central Nervous System (CNS).

Computational studies

Docking and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were car-
ried out to understand the effect of chirality and other struc-
tural features that determine the potency and selectivity of
compound 2. This approach has been successfully applied in
earlier works.14–20 Complexes of hMAO-A bound with the R-
and S-conformers of compounds 2 and 4* were studied, as 2
was the most potent compound and possessed a high selec-
tivity towards hMAO-A, whereas 4* (from ref. 10) was selective
towards hMAO-B despite sharing the same scaffold minus
the chlorine substituent (Scheme 2). The X-ray crystal struc-
ture of hMAO-A co-crystallized with harmine (PDB: 2Z5X) has
been used to generate the initial coordinates needed to per-
form the simulation studies. Protein–ligand complexes for all
four ligands (2R, 2S, 4*R, 4*S) were prepared from the output
of molecular docking calculations and subjected to molecular
dynamics simulations.

The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the backbone
protein atoms were calculated for each hMAO-A/ligand com-
plex over the entire 100 ns trajectory from each MD simula-
tion. The RMSD plots showed that the hMAO-A system bound
to 2R became very stable after 20 ns in contrast to the 2S
bound system, which presented larger variations over the en-
tire simulation (Fig. 3). The 4*R and 4*S, showed much more
dramatic geometry variations over the course of the com-
puted trajectory, indicating that the Cl atom may provide sig-
nificant stabilization within the binding pocket. Root-mean-
square fluctuation (RMSF) calculations can help elucidate the
dynamical response to ligand binding (Fig. 4). Visual inspec-
tion of the RMSF plot finds that 2R has very low fluctuations,

Table 2 In vitro cytotoxicity of newly synthesized 2-methoxy-4-(5-
phenyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-3-yl) phenol derivatives

Code

Viability (%)

1 μM 5 μM 25 μM

2 99.00 ± 1.78 94.55 ± 3.09 90.22 ± 1.57
3 90.02 ± 2.16 86.29 ± 2.01 78.22 ± 1.07
4 91.20 ± 2.88 79.55 ± 1.84* 64.10 ± 1.67**
5 95.04 ± 2.33 88.21 ± 2.04 80.35 ± 1.74
6 93.10 ± 2.11 81.70 ± 1.55 77.00 ± 1.25

Data are expressed as mean ± SEM (n = 3). Cell viability is expressed
as a percentage of the control value. p < 0.05 is considered as
statistically significant (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 vs.
control).

Table 3 Permeability data obtained from the PAMPA-BBB assay for the selected newly synthesized 2-methoxy-4-(5-phenyl-4,5-dihydro-1H-pyrazol-3-
yl) phenol derivatives and commercial drugs used in the validation of the assay

Compoundsa Bibliographyb Pe (×10−6 cm s−1)c Experimental Pe (×10−6 cm s−1)c Prediction

Testosterone 17.0 16.22 ± 1.80 CNS+
Verapamil 16.0 15.02 ±1.17 CNS+
β-Estradiol 12.0 11.85 ±0.96 CNS+
Progesterone 9.3 9.50 ± 0.61 CNS+
Corticosterone 5.1 4.98 ± 0.19 CNS+
Piroxicam 2.5 2.64 ± 0.14 CNS±
Hydrocortisone 1.8 1.80± 0.13 CNS−
Lomefloxacin 1.1 1.24 ± 0.02 CNS−
Dopamine 0.2 0.22 ± 0.01 CNS−
2 13.86 ± 0.99 CNS+
4 12.01 ± 1.00 CNS+
5 9.55 ± 0.41 CNS+

a Compounds were dissolved in DMSO at 2 mg m−1 land diluted with PBS/EtOH (70 : 30). The final concentration of compounds was 50 μg
mL−1. b Taken from ref. 14 (Di et al.)13 c Values are expressed as the mean ± SEM of three independent experiments. CNS+ (high BBB
permeation predicted): Pe (10−6 cm s−1) >4.00. CNS− (low BBB permeation predicted): Pe (10−6 cm s−1) <2.00. CNS± (BBB permeation
uncertain): Pe (10−6 cm s−1) from 4.00 to 2.00.
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which is consistent with enhanced stabilization induced by
favorable binding of the ligand. The other ligands show more
intense movement upon binding compared to 2R. The partic-
ularly large fluctuations when hMAO-A is bound to the 2S-
conformer suggests a poor stability associated with the chiral-
ity of the ligand.

The MM/PBSA method (ESI†) was utilized to compute the
free energy of binding (ΔGbind) for the four ligands bound to
hMAO-A (Table 4). 2R was found to interact strongly with a
ΔGbind of −27.1 kcal mol−1, which is 2.3 kcal mol−1 lower in
energy in comparison with 2S. Both 4*R and 4*S had signifi-
cantly reduced binding affinities relative to 2R.

To probe the origin of the hMAO-A preference for the 2R,
hydrogen bonding population occupancy between the bound
ligands and nearby active site residues was monitored over
the course of the entire trajectory. It was observed that accep-
tor oxygen (bb carbonyl oxygen) from Ile180 formed a hydro-
gen bond population of 72.7% with the hydrogen donor from
the pyrazoline ring nitrogen (1N) of 2R. An average hydrogen
bond angle of 160° and a rather lengthy distance of 2.90 Å

were computed. A hydrogen bond population of 70.3% was
also computed between the acceptor oxygen (bb carbonyl oxy-
gen) from Thr336 and the hydroxy group of 2R and with a
typical bond length of 2.85 Å and a bond angle of 149°
(Fig. 5). The hydroxyl group from 2S had reduced hydrogen
bonding with the Thr336 as the percent occupancy fell to
43.2% and an average bond length and angle of 3.10 Å and
139°, respectively, were further from ideal values. A hydrogen
bond with Ile180 was not observed; however, an interaction
with Ile207 yielded a percent occupancy of 84.4% with an av-
erage bond length and angle of 3.00 Å and 152°, respectively,
for 2S.

Unique to the 2R binding conformation was a favorable
π–π stacking where the chlorine containing phenyl ring was
bound in-between the Tyr407 and Tyr444 aromatic cage of
hMAO-A (Fig. 5 and 6). This “aromatic sandwich” orientation
has been postulated to provide an environment necessary to
polarize the substrate amine lone pair to enhance nucleophi-
licity in the reaction mechanism.21 In addition, the mutation
of Tyr407 → Phe407 and Tyr444 → Phe444 in hMAO-A has
been shown to significantly reduce enzymatic activity,
whereas a mutation to Ser407 or Ser444 completely killed the
activity.22–24 While the 2S and 4*S ligands did not possess
the ideal aromatic “sandwich” orientation found in the 2R
system, they did have a favorable π–π interaction with Tyr444
(Fig. 5 and 6).

Interestingly, when comparing the computed volume of
the harmine binding site region from the hMOA-A crystal
structure (PDB ID: 2Z5X) to that of the simulated enzyme

Fig. 3 Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of the protein backbone atoms (N, Cα and C) for the respective simulations relative to the first frame.

Fig. 4 The root-mean-square fluctuation (RMSF) plot by residue for
the hMAO-A complexes using backbone atoms (C, Cα, and N) relative
to the lowest energy structure.

Table 4 Computed binding free energies, ΔGbind, (kcal mol−1) using MM/
PBSA for the R and S conformers bound to hMAO-A

Protein–ligand complex Binding free energy (ΔGbind) kcal mol−1

hMAO-A/2R −27.1
hMAO-A/2S −24.8
hMAO-A/4*R −13.1
hMAO-A/4*S −18.1
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bound with 2R and 2S, it was predicted that 2R had a consid-
erably smaller binding pocket (Table 5). The volume was esti-
mated using the software Autoligand on the lowest energy
frame of each 100 ns MD simulation. This correlates with the
compact “aromatic sandwich” orientation found exclusively
for 2R.

Computational methodology

Docking. Docking studies were performed using the
AutoDock4.2 program,25 which combines the Lamarckian Ge-
netic Algorithm with an empirical force field to yield fast pre-
dictions of binding modes and energies. A grid was centered
over the harmine binding region with a box size set at x = y =
z = 30 grid points. Protein preparation was carried out by re-
moving all crystallographic water molecules, adding polar hy-

drogens, computing Kollman charges, and assigning atomic
radii and AutoDock4 atom types. Docking parameters were
created using default values except the exhaustiveness of the
global search, which was set to 100. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the computational methodology, including validation
of ligand binding poses and the exploration of additional
binding sites, is provided in the ESI.†

Molecular dynamics. MD simulations were carried out
using the GPU version of Amber 14.26 Any hydrogen atoms
missing in the published crystal structure (PDB: 2Z5X) were
reinserted and the protein–ligand complex was explicitly sol-
vated in an orthorhombic TIP3P water box extending 10 Å
away from the edges of the protein. Chloride anions were
added to neutralize the overall charge of the system. The
ff14SB force field27 was used for the protein and the general-
ized AMBER force field (GAFF) was used to make topology
files for flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) and all ligands.
Each system was conjugate gradient (CG) minimized for 200
steps for water and ions only, followed by 10 000 steps for the
entire system. To calculate the long-range electrostatic poten-
tial, the particle-mesh Ewald method was applied and a 12 Å
cut-off was employed. The SHAKE algorithm was applied to

Fig. 5 Active site orientation for (A) hMAO-A/2R complex (B) hMOA-A/2S complex from molecular dynamics simulations.

Fig. 6 Active site orientation of hMAO-A bound to (A) 2R and (B) 2S
from molecular dynamics simulations highlighting the role of Tyr444
and Tyr407 in π–π stacking.

Table 5 Volumes calculated for the hMAO-A binding pocket region

Protein–ligand complex Volume (pm3)

Crystal structurea 4640
hMOA-A/2R 3890
hMOA-A/2S 6040

a PDB ID: 2Z5X.
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constrain all bond lengths that included hydrogen atoms to
their equilibrium distance. Following minimization, the sys-
tem was gradually heated from 0 to 300 K with a constant
NVT ensemble for 50 ps of MD using the weak-coupling algo-
rithm with a temperature coupling value of 2.8 ps. Thereafter,
the system was subjected to a constant NPT ensemble at 300
K and 1 atm for 500 ps with temperature and pressure cou-
pling values of 2.0 ps. The system was then equilibrated
using an NVT ensemble for an additional 500 ps. Following
equilibration, a production run was collected for 100 ns
using the NVT ensemble. Analysis for each system was
performed using the cpptraj and ptraj programs within
AmberTools.

Conclusions

The current study revealed that 3,5-diphenyl substituted
pyrozolines may selectively inhibit hMAO-A when possessing
the appropriate substitutions on the phenyl rings. Compound
2 was found to be both potent and highly selective towards
hMAO-A with no cytotoxic effects at 1 μM and >90% viability
exhibited at 25 μM concentration. In addition, 2 displayed
the best BBB permeability among the derivatives synthesized.
Molecular dynamics simulations revealed that a chlorine sub-
stituent at the para-position of the phenyl ring at the 5th po-
sition of pyrazoline, improved the π–π stacking interaction
with Tyr407 and Tyr444 resulting in an “aromatic sandwich”
structure. The R-configuration best accommodated the mole-
cule in the active site so as to establish two hydrogen bond-
ing interactions with Thr336 and Ile180. These favorable
nonbonded interactions yielded a tight binding between
hMAO-A and the R-configuration of 2 that gave a significant
reduction in the binding pocket volume as compared to the
S-configuration. 3,5-Diphenyl pyrazolines due to their smaller
size as compared to the hMAO-A pocket volume has long
been suggested to interact poorly with hMAO-A and hence
shift their selectivity towards hMAO-B. However, when appro-
priately substituted, i.e., para-chloro substitution on phenyl
ring at C5 and para-hydroxy substitution on phenyl ring at
C3, these scaffolds can shift back their selectivity toward
hMAO-A.

Abbreviations

MAO Monoamine oxidase
hMAO Human MAO
SAR Structure–activity relationship
FAD Flavin adenine dinucleotide
MAOI Monoamine oxidase inhibitor
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